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OGRA RELATED NEWS
LHC seeks replies from federal govt, petroleum ministry, Ogra
The Lahore High Court (LHC) has sought replies from the federal
government, petroleum ministry and Oil and Gas Regulatory
Authority (Ogra) on the recent hike in prices of petroleum products.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2329077/lhc-seeks-replies-from-federalgovt-petroleum-ministry-ogra
OGRA revises fines for violators
ISLAMABAD:The Cabinet Committee on Energy (CCOE) has
directed the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) to implement
end-to-end automation and digitisation of reporting to record all
transactions in future and have accurate data collection.
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2329039/ogra-revises-fines-for-violators
Ogra scam: hearing adjourned
ISLAMABAD: The Accountability Court, while hearing the Oil and
Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra) scam against former Ogra chairman
Tauqeer Sadiq and 10 others, on Thursday, adjourned the hearing of
the case due to non-availability of original documents with the
prosecution witness.
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40132883/ogra-scam-hearingadjourned
Ogra revises fines for petroleum value chain licensees
ISLAMABAD: The Cabinet Committee on Energy (CCoE) was
informed that the fines have been revised for licensees across
petroleum value chain and the maximum penalty against major
violations is starting from Rs10 million to 500 million.
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40132924/ogra-revises-fines-forpetroleum-value-chain-licensees
Ogra revises fines for non-compliance of license conditions, violation of
rules
ISLAMABAD - OGRA has revised fines and punitive measures for
non-compliance of the license conditions and violation of the
regulator’s rules and the maximum penalty of up to Rs 500 million
will be imposed against major violations..
https://nation.com.pk/E-Paper/islamabad/2021-11-12/page-9/detail-0
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From TV Channels Websites
Winter woes: Domestic, industrial consumers to face gas shortage
ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan government has decided to continue gas
supply to the power and fertiliser sectors, while domestic and
industrial consumers will suffer shortages amid a major gas shortfall
in the country during the winter season.
https://www.geo.tv/latest/381685-winter-woes-govt-to-supply-gas-to-powerfertiliser-sectors-shortage-for-domestic-industrial-consumers

